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City of Monroe 
Monroe, Georgia 

 

Thursday, May 12, 2022 
 

SUBMITTED QUESTIONS 
Natural Gas Main Relocation – Bypass Project (ITB) 

 
The following questions were submitted prior to the Question Due Date of May 10, 2022 at 5:00 p.m. (EST) for 
the Invitation to Bid (ITB) for the City of Monroe’s Natural Gas Main Relocation - Bypass Project. Each answer 
provided is to become an official addendum of the ITB document. 
 
1. The proposed 4" Steel on drawing 24-0001 appears to show a tie-in around station 287+50 where the 

orange line that represents the 4" Steel just stops but this location is not called out to have a tie-in at this 
area in the description. Is this a tie-in at station 287+50 or is this pipe to continue all the way to the tie-in 
point on drawing 24-0021 that appears to have a tie-in at station 293+60 that is called out to have a tie 
in? The tie-in is at station 293+60. 

 

2. On drawing 24-0001 for 4 Steel just past Mt. Paran Church Road the Orange line that represents the 4" 
steel being relocated just stops and appears to branch off like over to existing 4" Gas but the tie-in is called 
to be at station 266+50. Is the only tie into existing steel at station 266+50 on this end or is there a tie-in 
where it branches off just past Mt. Paran Church Road going towards station 266+50? The tie-in is at 
station 266+50. 

 

3. Is there going to be cuts & caps at all tie-ins? If so, does the contractors provide the caps? Yes, to cuts and 
caps at all tie ins, and yes, the contractors will provide the caps. 

 

4. Bid documents state all material to be provided by City of Monroe but it states the contractor responsible 
for control fittings. So, is the contractor supplying the control fittings or is City of Monroe? The contractor 
is to provide all control fittings. 

 

5. It is hard to read the drawings, what sizes are the existing gas mains being tied into? There will be 2” and 
4” main tie-ins. 

 

6. What is the pressure on the existing gas mains that are being tied into? The pressure is 150 psi. 
 

7. Is City of Monroe providing relights for gas services? Yes, the City of Monroe will relight all gas services. 


